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Abstract

Optical fibre sensors offer many advantages in comparison to their con-

ventional counterparts, such as extremely low sensitivity to external electro-

magnetic fields and small dimensions. The multi-core fibres in particular are

ideal candidates for shape sensing due to the intrinsic 3D coordinate system they

offer. However the twist of the multi-core fibre during its deployment along the

structure of interest, distorts the 3D coordinate system based on their fixed

position. In this work a multi-core fibre of unique geometry is presented as a

solution to this issue. Owing to its two flat sides, this fibre presents enhanced

preferential bending that eliminates the random twist of the sensing fibre.

1. Introduction

Multi-core fibres (MCF) were first exploited as a way to increase the data-

carrying capacity of a single optical fibre [1]. MCF contain multiple cores in

the same cladding allowing for parallel paths resulting in an increase in the

bandwidth capacity through space division multiplexing. Over the last few5

years MCF have attracted significant attention in optical fibre sensing when

used in conjunction with Fibre Bragg Gratings (FBGs) [2], [3], [4], [5], or with

distributed techniques based on Rayleigh scattering such as Optical Frequency
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Domain Reflectometry (OFDR) [6], [7] or a combination of Brillouin Optical

Time-Domain Analysis (B-OTDA) and Rayleigh phase Optical Time-Domain10

Reflectometry (φ-OTDR) [8].

MCF are very good candidates for shape sensing applications [9] due to the

intrinsic 3D-coordinate system they offer owing to the fixed position of the cores

within the cladding [10], [11]. However a common challenge when using multi-

core fibres is the twist of the fibre as it is being deployed along the structure of15

interest. Twist is a torsion along the fibre longitudinal axis. This results in a

subsequent twist of the cores, distorting the 3D coordinate system needed for

shape sensing introducing large errors in the curvature. It additionally causes

uncertainty in the determination of the bending direction [12].

Previous attempts of addressing this issue include the use of a spun multi-20

core fibre with FBGs inscribed in it to increase the twist sensitivity and hence

measure the undesired twist [12], [13]. Once the twist is measured a numerical

method is used in the signal processing stage, to compensate for this twist [14].

Despite the high sensitivity and accuracy achieved with the proposed method,

the need for compensation increases the complexity of the post processing in-25

troducing a potential error [15]. In addition, a spun multi-core fibre is required

which has a more challenging fabrication process compared to that of an un-

spun multi-core [16]. This is because the spun fibre has to be drawn at a low

temperature and high tension, which causes fibre breakages during the draw.

An alternative way of addressing the twist issue was reported by Zhao et al. who30

used a standard 7CF and a BOTDA setup for curvature measurements [10]. To

prevent the fibre from twisting, they used an optical microscope to manually

orient the fibre hence maintaining the relative position of the cores with respect

to the bending plane. However, this approach cannot be easily implemented in

the field, especially over a long sensing range.35

In a recent work by Zafeiropoulou et al. [17] an alternative method for ad-

dressing the issue of twist was explored that was based solely on the mechanical

properties of the fibre. In the aforementioned work a multi-core fibre with one

flat side (a D-shaped multi-core fibre) was designed and fabricated to enhance
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the bending preference of the fibre. Thanks to its unique geometry, the said40

fibre bends preferentially along a plane that is parallel to its flat side. Although

the D-shaped side maintains the same orientation along the fibre for a longer

length compared to a standard 7CF, however it still flips between two possible

states as stress is built on one side while the fibre is being wrapped around the

spool: Either the flat side faces the inner side of the spool or the outside.45

In the current study, an improved multi-core fibre design is presented that

addresses the flips and greatly enhances the preference in bending, leading to

a fibre that self-aligns itself in a way that the twist is eradicated. The flat

multi-core fibre presents a strong resistance to bending, owing to its distinctive

geometry that consists of two flat sides. The use of this fibre completely erad-50

icates the twist, eliminating the need for numerical compensation, rendering

this multi-core fibre the perfect candidate for shape sensing applications. In

addition to its inherent ability to maintain its orientation along the fibre length,

its rectangular coating contributes to an easy identification of the flat sides,

simplifying the deployment of this fibre along the structure of interest.55

2. Principle of distributed sensing using Brillouin scattering

Brillouin scattering is an inelastic scattering process associated to the acous-

tic phonons of a material. The frequency shifts associated to this process are

given by [18],

fB =
2ncoreVa

λ
(1)

where ncore is the core refractive index, Va is the velocity of sound and λ is the60

vacuum wavelength. Eq. 1 shows that the Brillouin frequency shift depends

upon the acoustic velocity in the fibre (which in turn depends on the Young’s

modulus E of the material, the Poisson ratio µ and the density ρ [19]) as well as

the fibre refractive index. Since all the above parameters are temperature and

strain dependent, the frequency shift provides information about the strain and65

temperature that caused it.
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Sensing systems based on Brillouin scattering can be used for long range

sensing such as for structural health monitoring of civil structures [20]. In

applications like these it is highly desirable to monitor the shape of the structure,

gaining information in advance to prevent catastrophic events. Shape sensing70

with optical fibres, refers to the reconstruction of the shape of an object using

the strain that has been induced to the fibre by the bend [21]. The sensing

principle using multi-core fibres is described below: When the cores experience

no tension then the measured frequency shift from each core of the multi-core

fibre is uniform along the length of the fibre. When the fibre is bent, some of75

the cores experience tension while others experience compression, depending on

their relative position with respect to the neutral axis. As a result of this, the

elongation of the cores leads to a frequency upshift while the compressed cores

experience a downshift in frequency. By measuring the frequency shift ∆fBi

of core-i, the strain at core-i, εi, can be calculated according to the following80

linear relationship:

∆fBi
fB

= Cεεi (2)

where Cε is the strain coefficient and fB is the initial BFS in a reference condi-

tion. Using the strain information, the radius of curvature and the direction of

bending can be calculated using various shape sensing algorithms [21], [22].

In the current study, the frequency shifts were measured using Brillouin-85

OTDR, a single-ended technique in which a pulse of laser is sent down the

sensing fibre and the intensity of the spontaneous Brillouin scattering is used to

map the temperature and strain along the fibre [23].

3. Experimental arrangement

3.1. Brillouin OTDR setup90

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental setup. Light from a

Tunable Laser Source (TLS) at 1533nm was amplified by an Erbium-Doped
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Fibre Amplifier (EDFA 1) and then split by a 70/30 coupler. Light from the 70%

arm of the coupler was amplitude-modulated using an Electro-Optic Modulator

(EOM) to generate a train of 10ns pulses with a repetition rate of 1MHz. The95

light was further amplified by another optical amplifier (EDFA 2) before entering

an Acousto-Optic Modulator (AOM), which limits the Amplified Spontaneous

Emission (ASE) entering the sensing fibre. The AOM was synchronised with

the EOM to allow the probe pulse to pass through.
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Figure 1: Experimental Setup. TLS, Tunable Laser Source; AWG, Arbitrary Wave Function;

EOM, Electro-Optic Modulator; EDFA, Erbium-Doped Fibre Amplifier; AOM, Acousto-Optic

Modulator; BPF, Band Pass Filtre; YIG, Yttrium Iron Garnet Frequency Synthesiser; YIG

Freq Synt.

A polarisation scrambler was added in order to avoid polarisation fading. The100

amplified probe pulse with a peak power of 1 W was then launched into the

sensing fibre via a circulator. A 98/2 tap coupler was added after the second

port of the circulator to monitor the probe pulse. The remaining 98% of the
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power was sent to the sensing fibre via a fan-out demultiplexer. A 94m long, flat

7CF was spliced to a custom made flat MCF fan-out [24]. The backscattered105

light from the sensing fibre was amplified by a third optical amplifier (EDFA

3) followed by a narrow bandwidth FBG (λB = 1533.35 nm, BW = 3.5 GHz

to separate the Brillouin anti-Stokes from the Rayleigh backscattering. The

Brillouin backscattered trace was mixed with the seed laser from the 30% arm

of the 30/70 coupler. The 10.5 GHz beat signal generated corresponding to110

the Brillouin frequency shift was detected using a 15 GHz photodetector with a

responsivity greater than 0.95 A/W at 1550 nm. The frequency of the signal was

further down-shifted using a microwave detection system. More specifically the

backscattered signal from the sensing fibre was mixed with the signal generated

by an Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) frequency synthesiser. After mixing, the115

signal was passed through a Band-Pass Filter (BPF) centred at 1 GHz, with a

bandwidth of 50 MHz to generate an Intermediate Frequency (IF) of 1 GHz.

The IF signal was amplified by two stage RF amplifier and then rectified using

a microwave diode rectifier generating a signal proportional to the intensity

of the Brillouin backscattering at the chosen frequency. An oven controlled120

crystal oscillator was used to provide the YIG synthesiser with a stable reference

frequency [25].

3.2. Fabrication process of the flat fibre.

The fabrication of the flat fibre started with the Multi-Core (MC) preform

assembly. The cladding preform has been fabricated using the slurry-casting125

method [26]. The solid MCF preform was then stretched to a 3 : 1 ratio,

inserted into a sleeving tube and then sleeved before the milling. The core

preforms, that were fabricated using MCVD [27], had an extra large size and

were then stretched and divided into 7 rods which were inserted into the preform

holes. As a final step of the preform fabrication, the 35 mm in diameter preform130

was mounted on a milling bed and a diamond milling tool was used to mill both

sides by 5.9 mm. The fabrication stages of the flat preform as well as the

dimensions of the preforms are depicted in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Core preforms that were fabricated using MCVD were inserted in the cladding

preform fabricated by the slurry casting method. The 7CF preform that was produced after

the sealing process was then stretched to a 3:1 ratio in order to fit into the sleeving tube.

After sealing, the sleeved MCF was milled to the desired size. The fibre cross-section as well

as a microscope picture of the rectangular split dies, are also shown.
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Figure 3: a) Cross-section of the flat fibre. b) Rectangular split dies

Figure 3 shows the cross-section of the flat fibre as well as the dimensions of

the custom-made gravity fed rectangular split-dies that were used for coating135

the flat fibre.

For the flat fibre draw, the furnace was operated at around 1830◦, a tem-

perature lower than the common draw temperature (2000◦) that is necessary

to avoid the circularisation of the fibre. The fibre was pulled with a tension

of 160 g at a speed of 10.1 m/min. The feed rate was 1.1 mm/min. It is also140

important to avoid any twist of the fibre during the draw since this will cause a

frozen-in twist within the fibre. Figure 2 shows the geometry of the multi-core

fibre that was used as the sensing element. The fibre has a pitch of 35 µm and

a core diameter of 5.3 µm.

3.3. Experimental Procedure145

For demonstrating the twist elimination a Brillouin Gain Spectrum (BGS)

from the flat fibre was acquired. 94 m of the flat 7CF were wrapped in a 150 mm

spool. One end of the fibre was spliced to a 7CF flat fibre fan-out and the other

end was left free. The splice was performed using a Fujikura 100P+ splicer with

a splicing recipe that was optimised for this type of splice. The frequencies of150

the YIG synthesiser were scanned through a 300 MHz frequency range at 3 MHz

steps using an Arduino controller. The selected YIG frequency determined the

Brillouin beat frequency that was measured: i.e. the measured component of
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the Brillouin spectrum was equal to the YIG frequency plus 1 GHz (the IF). The

signal was fed to a storage oscilloscope with a sampling rate of 5 Gs/s, which155

was used to average 10, 000 time-domain traces that were then transferred to the

PC. The Brillouin spectrum was built by collecting such traces over a range of

frequencies determined by the YIG synthesizer [14]. The processes of scanning

the frequencies, capturing the data and building the Brillouin gain spectra were

automated using a Python script. The automation reduces the time needed for160

a complete measurement and hence eliminates the introduction of errors due to

temperature variations or drift of the electronic equipment.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

Fig. 4 shows a Brillouin Gain Spectrum (2D and 3D representation) cor-

responding to an outer core of the flat 7CF. The spectrum has been taken by165

scanning along a 300 MHz range in 5 MHz step. 10, 000 averages were performed

at each step.

Figure 4: BGS of an outer core for the case of a flat fibre.

For comparison, Fig. 5 shows the BGS for an outer core for the case of

a standard circular 7CF, a D-shaped 7CF and the newly designed flat 7CF
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wrapped around a spool. The horizontal and vertical axes of this diagram170

represent the distance along the sensing fibre and the frequency, respectively.

All the diagrams were obtained by scanning the BGS over a frequency range of

300 MHz in 5 MHz steps. At each step, the backscattered traces were averaged

10, 000 times to improve the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). The difference in

the central frequency is due to the fact that the fibre is wrapped around spools175

of different diameter causing difference in the strain levels experienced by the

cores. It is noted that the BGS of a standard 7CF presents notable fluctuations

that reflect the random flips of the fibre as it is wrapped around the bobbin.

In the case of the D-shaped 7CF there are fewer fluctuations within a 50 m

length and it can be clearly seen that the D -shaped fibre flips between two180

states (either the flat side sits on the inner side of the spool or on the outside).

Finally, the flat 7CF shows no visible fluctuations proving that its asymmetric

design enhances the preferential bending, rendering it a promising candidate for

long range curvature sensing.

Figure 5: BGS of an outer core for the case of a standard, D-shaped and flat fibre. The

spectrum corresponding to the flat 7CF presents no fluctuations reflecting the elimination of

twist along the length of the fibre.
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5. Conclusion185

A multi-core fibre of unique geometry has been designed, fabricated and

characterised using a fully distributed Brillouin OTDR setup. Compared to a

standard 7CF and a D-shaped fibre, the flat 7CF presents an enhanced prefer-

ence in bending something that is reflected to its BGS that shows no fluctuations

for a length of more than 50 m. This renders the flat multi-core fibre a promising190

candidate for the field of shape sensing.
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